MoNetFamily: a web server to infer homologous modules and module–module interaction networks in vertebrates
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ABSTRACT

A module is a fundamental unit forming with highly connected proteins and performs a certain kind of biological functions. Modules and module–module interaction (MMI) network are essential for understanding cellular processes and functions. The MoNetFamily web server can identify the modules, homologous modules (called module family) and MMI networks across multiple species for the query protein(s). This server first finds module candidates of the query by using BLASTP to search the module template database (1785 experimental and 1252 structural templates). MoNetFamily then infers the homologous modules of the selected module candidate using protein–protein interaction (PPI) families. According to homologous modules and PPIs, we statistically calculated MMIs and MMI networks across multiple species. For each module candidate, MoNetFamily identifies its neighboring modules and their MMIs in module networks of Homo sapiens, Mus musculus and Danio rerio. Finally, MoNetFamily shows the conserved proteins, PPI profiles and functional annotations of the module family. Our results indicate that the server can be useful for MMI network (e.g. 1818 modules and 9678 MMIs in Homo sapiens) visualizations and query annotations using module families and neighboring modules. We believe that the server is able to provide valuable insights to determine homologous modules and MMI networks across multiple species for studying module evolution and cellular processes. The MoNetFamily server is available at http://monetfamily.life.nctu.edu.tw.

INTRODUCTION

A module is a fundamental unit forming with highly connected proteins and often possesses specific biological functions. The interactions between modules are considered as the backbone of the cellular networks to regulate most biological processes (BP) (1,2). To infer biological modules and module–module interaction (MMI) networks is an emergency task for understanding cellular processes. As an increasing number of complete genomes become available, identifying homologous modules and the MMIs provides an opportunity for inferring new modules and MMI networks across multiple species.

Many methods have been proposed to identify biological modules [e.g. functional (3,4) and evolutionary modules (5,6)] and few databases provided biological modules across multiple species (7–9). However, these studies are often lack of the relationships between modules. Recently, a systems biology view of modules and their MMIs has been proposed in a target organism, such as Homo sapiens (1) or Saccharomyces cerevisiae (2,10). These works showed that MMIs and a module network can be useful for analyzing biological functions and processes. However, these methods are often limited or time-consuming to identify homologous modules, MMIs and module networks across multiple species. The concept of the module family is analogous to the concepts of protein sequence family (11) and protein structure family (12) and protein–protein interactions (PPI) family (13). To infer homologous modules and MMI networks across multiple species from a large complete genomic database [e.g. 2274 species in Integr8 version 103 (14)] is an important issue for studying module evolution and cellular processes.

To address these issues, we constructed MoNetFamily, a server for identifying homologous modules (called module family) and MMIs in module networks across...
multiple species. According to our knowledge, MoNetFamily is the first public server that infers MMI networks in *H. sapiens*, *Mus musculus* and *Danio rerio* of the query proteins using homologous modules. For a set of query protein(s), this server provides homologous modules, graphic visualization of MMI networks and neighboring modules, PPI profiles and conserved Gene Ontology (GO) annotations.

**METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION**

Figure 1 shows the details of the MoNetFamily server to search the template-based homologous modules and the MMI networks of a set of query protein sequence(s), gene name(s), or UniProtKB accession number(s) by the following steps (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1): first, the server uses BLASTP to search module candidates from the module template database with the protein similarity (*E*-values ≤ 10^-10) (16) (Figure 1B). This database consists of 1975 non-redundant modules with 4659 proteins. A total of 1785 protein complexes (three or more proteins) were selected from comprehensive resource of mammalian protein complexes database (CORUM; released on 02 September 2009) (9) and 1252 structure complexes were selected from Protein Data Bank (PDB; released on 25 December 2009) (17). For each module candidate, this server provides the neighboring modules and MMIs (Supplementary Figure S1C) in MMI networks of *H. sapiens*, *M. musculus* and *D. rerio* (Figures 1C and 2) through homologous modules. Next, the homologous modules of the template candidate are derived from the PPI families (13,18,19) (Figure 1B and D). According to homologous modules and PPIs, we statistically calculated MMIs (Figure 2D) and MMI networks across multiple species using the hypergeometric distribution. The MoNetFamily server consists of 1818, 1801 and 1586 modules in *H. sapiens*, *M. musculus* and *D. rerio*, respectively. In the MMI networks, 1440 (*H. sapiens*), 1396 (*M. musculus*) and 1257 (*D. rerio*) modules are interconnected. For a module family and its neighboring modules, we measured the consensus ratios and adjusted *P*-values of BP, cellular components (CC) and molecular functions (MF) based on GO annotations (Figure 1C). Finally, this server provides not only homologous modules but also graphic visualization of the neighboring modules and MMIs in the MMI networks across multiple vertebrates.

**Homologous module**

Here, we use the module template T with three proteins (A, B and C) and three PPIs (A–B, A–C and B–C) as an example to define the homologous modules of T as follows: (i) *A*, *B* and *C* are the homologous proteins of *A*, *B* and *C*, respectively, with the significant sequence similarity (BLASTP *E*-values ≤ 10^-10) (16); (ii) the *A*–*B*, *A*–*C* and *B*–*C* are the homologous PPIs of *A–B*, *A–C* and *B–C*, respectively, with significant joint sequence similarity (joint *E*-value ≤ 10^-40) (13); (iii) high topology similarity between modules *A*–*B*–*C* and *A–B–C*. The protein (or PPI) aligned ratio is defined as *x/X*, where *x* and *X* are the numbers of proteins (or PPIs) in the homologous module (e.g. *A*–*B*–*C*) and template (e.g. *A–B–C*), respectively. Here, the protein aligned ratio ≥ 0.5 and PPI aligned ratio ≥ 0.3 are considered as topology similarity between two modules according to the statistical analysis of 75706 modules derived from 370 module templates in KEGG MODULE database with 1442 species (8) (Supplementary Figure S2). For each template in the MoNetFamily server (1975 non-redundant modules), we added its PPIs according to our previous sequence-based homologous PPIs (PPISearch with joint *E*-value ≤ 10^-10) (13) and structure-based homologous PPIs (PCFamly with Z-value ≥ 4) (19) derived from the following PPI databases: (i) 461077 experimental PPIs in the annotated PPI databases [IntAct (20), MIPS (21), DIP (22), MINT (23) and BioGRID (24)]; (ii) 9657 PPIs from PDB crystal structures (17). Please note that our analysis is limited to physical PPIs, specifically protein complexes.

**MMI network**

The MMI can be quantified by the PPIs between two modules (2,10). To determine the MMI between two modules, we added inter-module PPIs through our previous homologous PPIs derived from the six public PPI databases (13,19). Here, we decided the MMI based on the *P*-value of the hypergeometric distribution (10) defined as

\[ p = \sum_{i=x}^{a} \binom{M}{i} \binom{N-M}{n-i} / \binom{N}{n} \]

where *x* is observed annotated inter-module PPIs [e.g. *x* is 4 (red lines) between modules JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 and the hexameric human IL-6/IL-6z receptor/gp130 in Figure 2D]; i and *n* (e.g. *n* is 9 in Figure 2D) are the numbers of annotated inter-module PPIs and all combinational protein pairs between two modules, respectively; *M* and *N* are total numbers of annotated inter-module PPIs and all combinational protein pairs between any two modules in a MMI network, receptively. Here, the MMI between two modules should satisfy two criteria: (i) *P*-value ≤ 10^-4* (the method to determine the threshold of *P*-value for MMIs was given in Supplementary Figures S10 and S11); (ii) at least two proteins of a module participate in inter-module PPIs. Finally, we identified 9678, 8942 and 8722 MMIs for the MMI networks of *H. sapiens*, *M. musculus* and *D. rerio*, respectively.

**Annotations of query and modules**

We annotated the query and modules by utilizing the consensus GO terms of homologous and neighboring modules. To annotate a module with *Y* proteins, we define a consensus ratio (**CRM**) of GO term *i* as

**CRM** = \( Y_i / Y \), where *Y* is the number of proteins with GO term *i* in a module. Next, the enrichment for each module in each GO term was determined by the *P*-value
Figure 1. Overview of the MoNetFamily server for MMI network and homologous module search using proteins Jak2, Ptafr and Tyk2 of M. musculus as the query. (A) Main procedure. (B) Input the query protein(s) and identify the candidates of the query using BLASTP to scan the module template database. (C) The neighboring modules and MMIs of the selected template (CORUM ID: 5178) in MMI networks of H. sapiens, M. musculus, and D. rerio. The conserved GO annotations of the module family and neighboring modules of the query are indicated. (D) The profiles of proteins and PPIs in the selected homologous modules.
of the hypergeometric distribution and then this $P$-value was adjusted based on Bonferroni correction (25,26). Here, a GO term is considered as a representative GO term of a module if $CRM > 0.6$ and adjusted $P$-value of GO term $\leq 0.05$ (25,26) based on statistically analysis. Furthermore, MoNetFamily used the consensus ratio of module family ($CRF$) and agreement ratio ($AR$), proposed by our previous works (13,19), to annotate the biological functions of the query proteins and a module family. The $CRF$ is defined as $CRF = F_o/F$, where $F$ is the total
number of homologous modules in a module family; \( F_a \) is the number of homologous modules with representative GO term \( a \) in a module family. The AR is given as:

\[
AR = \frac{\sum_{i \in Q} A_i (CRF > c)}{\sum_{i \in Q} T_i (CRF > c)}
\]

where \( Q \) is a set of query templates; \( T_i (CRF > c) \) is the total number of the representative GO terms of template \( i \) when \( CRF > c \); \( A_i (CRF > c) \) is the number of the agreement representative GO terms of template \( i \) when \( CRF > c \).

**INPUT, OUTPUT and OPTIONS**

The MoNetFamily is an easy-to-use web server (Supplementary Figure S1). Users input a set of protein sequence(s) in FASTA format, gene name(s), or UniProtKB accession number(s) (Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure S1A). Typically, the MoNetFamily server yields module candidates within 20 s when querying three sequences and the number of amino acids is less than 300 (Figures 1B). For a query, MoNetFamily shows details of hit module, MMI networks using Cytoscape (27) across multiple species. For each module family, the server presents the homologous modules, the numbers of organisms and division groups, PPI profiles (Figure 1D and Supplementary Figure S1D) and conserved GO annotations (Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure S1B). In addition, users can download summarized results of query, module templates of query and module family and the neighboring modules across multiple species of the template.

**MMI network analysis**

We evaluated the properties and biological meanings of the MMI networks across multiple species (Figure 2A, B and Supplementary Figures S3–S6). Our derived MMI networks of \( H. \) sapiens, \( M. \) musculus and \( D. \) rerio were evaluated based on the characteristic of scale-free networks that the \( P(k) \), the probability of a node with \( k \) links, decreases as the node degree increases on a log–log plot (Figure 2B, Supplementary Figures S3A and S3B). The degree exponent \( \gamma \) is 1.183, 1.143 and 1.218 in the MMI networks of \( H. \) sapiens, \( M. \) musculus and \( D. \) rerio, respectively. This result is consistent with the architecture (i.e. weak scale-free network properties) of some cellular networks (28,29) and the MMI networks in \( S. \) cerevisiae (2,30) (Supplementary Figure S3C). A scale-free network typically has degree exponents \( 2 \leq \gamma \leq 3 \), but can also exist with \( \gamma < 2 \) (28,29). In addition, the median of degree (\( k \)) are 10, 10 and 11 for the networks of \( H. \) sapiens, \( M. \) musculus and \( D. \) rerio, respectively. The hubs, highly connected nodes, often play the key role in the network, such as the modules JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 (\( k = 25 \)) in our derived MMI network.

Our derived MMI network can reflect the communication of five major cellular processes (Figure 2A), including nucleic acid metabolic process (e.g. transcription); protein metabolic process (e.g. translation); intracellular signal transduction process; integrin-mediated signal transduction process; and transport process. This MMI network presents the kernel processes (e.g. central dogma) performing the fundamental cellular metabolisms, that are transcription of nucleic acid metabolic process and translation of protein metabolic process. Signal transduction and transport processes, locating in cell membrane and cytoplasm, are the peripheral portion of the MMI network and communicate with two kernel processes (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S4).

Here, our derived MMI network was used to analyze the cell proliferation behavior via stimulations of the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and growth factors (Supplementary Figures S5 and S6). Cell proliferation is regulated by integrin-mediated adhesion to the ECM (e.g. ITGA5–ITGB1–FN1–TGM2 module in integrin-mediated signal transduction process) and the binding of growth factors to their receptors (e.g. JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module in intracellular signal transduction process) (31). These two modules interact with Frs2–Grb2–Shp2 module (in intracellular signal transduction process) which transduces the signal to the ALL-1 supercomplex (in nucleic acid metabolic process) interacting with RNA polymerase II and TRAP–SMCC mediator modules. After transcription and translation, the newly synthesized proteins would be transported from endoplasmic reticulum to their destinations through the kinase maturation module 1 (in protein metabolic process) and the SNARe module (in transport process). In summary, MoNetFamily is a useful tool in the network biology to explore cellular processes. In the following two subsections, we utilized JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module and TRAP–SMCC mediator module to describe MMIs and homologous modules.

**Example analysis**

**JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module**

Module family of JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module. Figure 1 shows the search results using Janus kinase 2 (Jak2, UniProt accession number: Q62120), platelet-activating factor receptor (Paftr or Ptafr, Q62035), and tyrosine kinase 2 (Tyk2, Q3U447) of \( M. \) musculus as the query (Figure 1B). For this query, the MoNetFamily server found the template candidate (JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module, CORUM ID: 5178) (Figure 1B) and the homologous modules in 10 organisms, including \( H. \) sapiens, \( M. \) musculus, \( D. \) rerio and \( D4. \) Drosophila melanogaster (Figure 1D). JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module, a mediator with diverse physiological and pathological actions, plays an important role for innate immune response in human skin (32,33). JAK2 and TYK2 are non-receptor tyrosine kinases of JAK family involving in mammalian development and immune disease (32,34). MoNetFamily annotated the JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module family with GO terms (i.e. non-membrane spanning protein tyrosine kinase activity and cytokskeleton) and its neighbor modules with three GO terms, including epidermal growth factor..
receptor (EGFR) signaling pathway, signal transducer activity and cytosol (Figure 1C).

**MMIs and neighboring modules.** In the MMI network of *H. sapiens*, JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module (red node) has 25 neighboring modules (green node). These 26 modules form a subnetwork and consist of 131 MMIs. (Figures 2A and 2C and Supplementary Table S1). According to GO term and MIPS FunCat (35) analysis, these modules can be roughly divided into three groups, cell surface receptor linked signaling pathway (orange), cellular protein metabolic pathway (purple) and interleukine receptor signaling pathway (blue). JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module is a hub highly communicating with both intra-cellular and extra-cellular signal transduction processes (Figure 2C). Among these 25 neighboring modules, modules IL4–IL4R–IL2RG (CORUM ID: 1515) and RIN1–STAM2–EGFR (CORUM ID: 3678) are lack of homologous modules in *D. rerio*.

The module template, IL-6/IL-6Rα/gp130 (PDB code: 1p9m) from *H. sapiens*, participates in immunoregulatory mechanisms (36). According to our previous work, PCFamily (19), the binding model of IL-6/IL-6Rα/gp130 of *H. sapiens* is significantly different from the ones of *M. musculus* and *D. rerio* based on two observations: (i) For the interface between proteins gp130 and IL-6, the contact-residue (colored) identities of IL-6 between *H. sapiens* with *M. musculus* (7.7%) and *D. rerio* (0%) are very low (Supplementary Figure 7). (ii) The Z-values of interface similarities for the pair proteins gp130 and IL-6 are 0.923 (*M. musculus*) and −1.638 (*D. rerio*) using the structure template (PDB code: 1p9m) and the template-based scoring function (19).

**Potential drug targets for psoriasis**

Psoriasis is an autoimmune disease and one of the most common human skin diseases (37). Proteins JAK2 and TYK2 have been proposed as the potential targets for designing psoriasis drugs, such as ruxolitinib (38) and tasocitinib (39). Interestingly, the neighboring modules of JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module derived by MoNetFamily can provide the clues for searching psoriasis target. Among 25 neighboring modules, 12 modules are highly conserved and annotated with cell surface receptor linked signaling pathway. Moreover, the module family annotations of SH3P2/OSTF1–CBL–SRC module, SLP-76–Cbl–Grb2–Shc module, Fc receptor gamma-R1 stimulated and CAS–SRC–FAK module belong to EGFR signaling pathway (Supplementary Table S1). The inter-module PPIs between modules JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 and IL-6/IL6Rα/gp130 are JAK2–gp130, JAK2–IL-6Rα, TYK2–gp130 and TYK2–IL-6Rα (Figure 2D). Based on hypergeometric distribution, IL-6 was induced by JAK–STAT signal transduction pathway through the MMI (*P*-value = 1.06e−5) between these two modules. According to increment of IL-6 levels after infection with HIV (40), the PPI JAK2–IL-6 should be considered as a potential target for controlling HIV-associated psoriasis. Additionally, JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 module simultaneously regulates EGFR and interleukine receptor signaling pathways. These observations imply the MMIs and networks of JAK2–PAFR–TYK2 and its neighboring modules provide a valuable insight for exploring the mechanisms of JAK-induced inflammatory diseases (e.g. psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis).

**TRAP–SMCC mediator module**

TRAP–SMCC mediator module is the central regulator of the transcription apparatus (41,42). Mediator of RNA polymerase II transcription subunit 19 (Med19), the member of TRAP–SMCC mediator module, promotes tumorigenesis of lung (43) and breast (44) cancers. Using Med19 (Q8C1S0) of *M. musculus* as the query protein (Supplementary Figure S1), MoNetFamily found TRAP–SMCC mediator module and its module family with seven homologous modules. This family was annotated with three GO terms, including transcription (*CRF = 0.83*), RNA polymerase II transcription mediator activity (*CRF = 1.00*) and mediator complex (*CRF = 1.00*) (Supplementary Figure S1B). Interestingly, the GO annotations of its 15 neighboring modules (green node) in mammals (Supplementary Figure S1B) are highly consistent to the ones of TRAP–SMCC mediator module family. These results suggest that our server can utilize the GO annotations of the module family and its neighboring modules to predict the cellular functions of the query protein(s).

In the MMI networks of *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus*, TRAP–SMCC mediator module (red node) has 15 neighboring modules (green node) and these 16 modules form the subnetwork with 57 MMIs (Supplementary Figure S1B). According to GO terms and MIPS FunCat analysis, these modules dynamically regulate transcription and can be roughly divided into three groups, including transcription activation, transcription repression and DNA conformation modification (e.g. chromatin structure modification) (Supplementary Figure S8). Our MMIs shows that two proteins MED19 and mediator of RNA polymerase II transcription subunit 29 (IXL or MED29, B4DU7A) of TRAP–SMCC mediator module in mammals highly interact with its neighboring modules. These results imply that MED19 and MED29 play the key role in tumorigenesis and are consistent with the overexpression of these two proteins in breast, lung and pancreatic cancers (43,44).

**Homologous module evaluation**

To evaluate the accuracy of the MoNetFamily server for identifying homologous modules and the annotations of query protein(s), we selected a non-redundant template set, termed NRT with 1975 modules. The NRT set and the random module set are considered as the gold standard positive and negative sets, respectively. The random set consists of 98 750 (1975 × 50) modules by randomly generating 50 modules with the same number of proteins for each template in the NRT set. The consensus ratios (*CRM*) of GO terms (i.e. BP, CC and MF) in the module of NRT set are significantly higher than the ones of the random module set (Supplementary Figure S9). The *CRM* values (BP, CC and MF) of ~70%
MoNetFamily is a fast homologous modules and MMIs in module networks across multiple species; the profiles of proteins and PPIs in module families. Furthermore, the module templates and their respective homologous modules. These results indicate that MoNetFamily achieves high agreements on consensus GO terms between the queries (i.e. module templates) and their respective homologous modules. Furthermore, the module templates and their homologous modules derived by our method often possess specific biological functions.

CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates the utility and feasibility of using the MoNetFamily server to identify MMIs and MMI networks in vertebrates through homologous modules. MoNetFamily is the first server to provide the neighboring modules and MMIs in module networks across multiple species; the profiles of proteins and PPIs in module families; GO annotations of neighboring modules and module families. Our results indicate that the server can be useful for MMI network visualizations across multiple vertebrates and annotating a set of query proteins by using module families and neighboring modules. We believe that MoNetFamily is a fast homologous modules and MMIs search server and is able to provide valuable insights for studying the module evolution and cellular processes.
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